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Driving a one-dimensional collisionless Maxwellian �Vlasov� plasma with a sufficiently strong
longitudinal ponderomotive driver for a sufficiently long time results in a self-sustaining
nonsinusoidal wave train with well-trapped electrons even for frequencies well below the plasma
frequency, i.e., in the plasma wave spectral gap. Typical phase velocities of these waves are
somewhat above the electron thermal velocity. This new nonlinear wave is being termed a kinetic
electrostatic electron nonlinear �KEEN� wave. The drive duration must exceed the bounce period �B

of the trapped electrons subject to the drive, as calculated from the drive force and the linear plasma
response to the drive. For a given wavenumber a wide range of KEEN wave frequencies can be
readily excited. The basic KEEN structure is essentially kinetic, with the trapped electron density
variation being almost completely shielded by the free electrons, leaving just enough net charge to
support the wave. © 2009 American Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3094061�

I. INTRODUCTION

The original trigger for the activity reported here was the
remarkable set of results obtained by Montgomery et al.1,2 in
a series of laser-plasma interaction experiments. These ex-
periments were aimed at improving our knowledge of stimu-
lated Raman scattering �SRS� from EPWs from a single
speckle of laser light and employed laser scattering as a key
diagnostic. In addition to the expected EPW scattering sig-
nal, there was also an unexpected signal which was much
smaller than that associated with SRS-related EPW ��10−3

lower intensity� but nonetheless well out of the noise.
The extremely surprising aspect of this scattering result

was that the frequency of the relatively weak electrostatic
density wave associated with this signal was only a modest
fraction ��0.37� of the plasma frequency, which put it right
in the so-called frequency gap where no electrostatic wave
ought to be, at least according to linear wave theory for a
plasma with Maxwellian electrons. The observed wavevector
was at a modest fraction �0.26� of the reciprocal Debye
length, giving the electrostatic wave a phase velocity not far
above the electron thermal velocity.

As indicated in the papers by Montgomery et al.1,2 and
in a related analysis by Rose and Russell,3 waves having this
character had been discussed previously in connection with
in situ observations in the ionosphere and there termed
EAWs for electron acoustic waves.4,5 Other analyses on
waves of this kind created by imposition of initial values on
the electron distribution function �but not cited by Montgom-
ery et al.� had been published by Schamel6 and by Krapchev
and Ram.7 Recently much more light has been shed on these
scattering results1,2 by Strozzi et al.8 who dealt specifically
with the problem of the generation of EAW-style phenom-
enon in the presence of strong SRS. �Their work will be
discussed briefly at the end of this paper.�

The theory just cited4–7 and work by many others9–16

�previous to the work by Strozzi et al.8� addressed the prob-
lem of the possible persistence of such EAW-style modes but
only when imposed as initial states �with necessarily compli-
cated structure in the electron velocity distribution function
near the phase velocity�. No obvious means exist to impose
such complicated initial states other than by a simple act of
will by theorists in a computer model. No discussion was
given of how such a state could be generated in a uniform
Maxwellian plasma in an actual experiment or in another
plasma physics event. In view of experimental scattering re-
sults of Montgomery et al., the central question of interest is
how a long wave train of electrostatic density modulations
�as evidenced by the experimentally observed narrow scat-
tering spectrum1,2� but at a frequency far below the plasma
frequency can be obtained via some parametric resonance in
spite of the unfavorable low-frequency linear response of a
Maxwellian electron velocity distribution. �With no carefully
crafted population of trapped electrons, this response is
strongly damped and broad band.�

To explore the physics of such generation and to make
contact with a possible laboratory experiment using the pon-
deromotive force �PF� between two opposing laser beams
appropriately separated in frequency, it was decided �begin-
ning in 2001� to undertake a study of the effects of applying
a PF drive to a collisionless uniform Maxwellian plasma in
an appropriate computer model for the one-dimensional �1D�
electrostatic Vlasov electron plasma. This work was begun
by Afeyan at Polymath Research and by Tudor Johnston at
INRS-EMT.

In this paper we report the basic, least sophisticated con-
cepts distilled from this simulation effort at INRS-EMT. The
simulations demonstrated successful generation of indefi-
nitely self-sustaining low-frequency waves, produced by us-
ing a PF drive which �as it turned out� needed to be applied
for a limited time only. Because these waves are essentially
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kinetic and electrostatic, because they involve the electrons
�with the ions playing a negligible role�, and because they
are, as it proves, essentially nonlinear, it was decided that a
distinctive acronym was required to emphasize this. The ac-
ronym EAW has been previously used to denote waves in the
linear wave frequency gap between the electron and ion
plasma frequencies, with phase velocities not far from the
electron thermal velocity, in contexts ranging from iono-
sphere observations, possibly in plasmas with appropriate
amounts of clearly defined populations of cold and hot
electrons,4,5 or in plasmas with Landau damping set equal to
zero �perhaps because of some special adjustment to the
electron distribution function at some designated phase
velocity�,3,6,7 or as a postulated initial plasma distribution
function.6,7,9–16 Rather than postulating such distributions,
when we drove up the distribution function from the initial
Maxwellian by using a limited-time PF driver with a chosen
pair of frequency and wavenumbers, we found �as described
below� that the trapped electrons obtained kinetically were
not simply a means of negating Landau damping but an es-
sential oscillation component quite distinct from and equal in
effect to the rest of the �untrapped� electrons. It also ap-
peared that it would be quite difficult to produce such waves
at very low amplitudes, so they should not be confused with
the result of any linear perturbation. The name for this phe-
nomenon should properly reflect this essentially nonlinear
kinetic behavior. It was decided �at the suggestion of Afeyan�
to call them KEEN waves, standing for kinetic electrostatic
electron nonlinear waves. �In a much briefer study at INRS-
EMT, to be reported elsewhere, similar aspects were exam-
ined with a single species of mobile ions for ionic versions of
this kind of excitation at frequencies well below the ion
plasma frequency. These were �at the suggestion of Afeyan�
termed KEIN waves for kinetic electrostatic ion nonlinear
waves.�

The rest of this paper is organized in the following way.
It begins with a brief review of previous related work �Sec.
II� and of the computer model that was used �Sec. III�. Next
the basic features of KEEN waves are described in two sub-
sections in Sec. IV �basics �A� �Figs. 1–5�, formation dynam-
ics �B� �Figs. 6 and 7��. This is followed by Sec. V on the
basic kinetic nature of the KEEN waves, including a com-
parison with the initial-value results �Figs. 8 and 9�. In Sec.
VI there is a discussion of a phenomenon of what is here
termed “emergent resonance” �Figs. 10–13�. The relationship
of the results presented here to the original purpose of this
work is then reviewed in Sec. VII, with a final summary and
some closing remarks in Sec. VIII. �The details of the calcu-
lation of trapping time under ponderomotive drive are given
in Appendix A, while the details of a particular formulation
for trapped particles are given in Appendix B.�

II. RELATED PREVIOUS WORK

There are three main research themes bearing on the
KEEN waves discussed here. The first theme is that of the
EAWs,9,10 which arose in ionosphere investigations, their ex-
istence being inferred from probe data in the ionosphere.
�They are usually seen as requiring two-temperature electron

velocity distributions with considerable difference between
the two electron temperatures to allow their existence with
weak damping.� The second theme is that of KEEN waves as
realizations of a particular class of the general Bernstein–
Greene–Kruskal �BGK� equilibria11 in 1D uniform plasma,
in which there might be a wave train with trapped electrons
such that there is no further evolution in some particular
frame �the “wave frame”� in which the electron velocity dis-
tribution function is stationary. In addition to the work al-
ready cited,6,7 one should also consult Schamel’s more recent
work12 �and references cited there�. Some mathematical
refinements have also been added by Dorning and
co-workers.13–16 Lastly there are miscellaneous explorations
of the behavior of 1D phase-space vortices �“holes”� and the
like.17–23 For historical completeness one should also note a
particular laboratory experiment done in a Q-machine result-
ing in the creation of a single KEEN-like cell rather than in
a long wave train.24

There is also a recent publication by Valentini et al.25

which bears directly on the kind of work presented in this
publication. �While significant aspects of the relation of that
work to ours will be briefly discussed here in Sec. VI, a full
discussion must be deferred for now.�

The work which is reported here was begun by Johnston
at the instigation of Afeyan, and many abstracts on KEEN
waves bearing the names of these two individuals have ap-
peared in the Bulletin of the American Physical Society from
2001 to 2006.26 There is one refereed publication27 in 2004.
Also, an Invited Paper at the Division of Plasma Physics
meeting of 2004 was presented on a KEEN wave experiment
�and on other topics�,28 but the full paper was not published.
For reasons which need not be discussed here, it was decided
to publish the work performed at INRS-EMT separately from
the rest, so this paper presents a summary of most of the
KEEN wave research which was done at INRS-EMT from
2001 to 2006.

III. COMPUTER MODEL

The simplest model containing the basic physics is that
of an electrostatic 1D initially uniform Vlasov plasma in a
periodic box, with the option of an externally imposed pro-
grammable ponderomotive drive. �This externally imposed
PF approximates that which could be produced experimen-
tally by two high-frequency counterpropagating electromag-
netic waves.� The parameters of the PF are chosen at will,
these parameters being the driving frequency and wavevec-
tor, maximum amplitude, and envelope shape as a function
of time �including duration, in particular�. The temporal en-
velope of the PF drive consists of two smooth transitions
from zero to maximum drive level and back to zero, each
with a duration Ttrans and a plateau of duration Tplateau in
between. While the PF does not directly involve the Poisson
equation, its effects on the electron density will necessarily
give rise to an electrostatic response mediated by the Poisson
equation. In this work the effect of ion motion is generally
neglected, although it can easily be added. �As remarked
above, ion motion is a necessary part of the KEIN wave
phenomena mentioned above, and these are to be reported
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elsewhere.� The normalization of units is the conventional
choice for an electrostatic Vlasov electron plasma with an
initial Maxwellian velocity distribution of �f �exp�−v2 /
2vTe

2 ��. �The thermal velocity is as usual related to the elec-
tron temperature via vTe= ��BT /m�1/2.� The natural computa-
tional units are thus V=v /vTe for velocity, T=�pt for time
�with plasma frequency �p= �ne2 /�0m�1/2�, X=x /�D for
space �with respect to the Debye length �D�=vTe /�p��, and
eE / �m�pvTe� and Fp / �m�pvTe� for electric and PFs, respec-
tively �here E is the electric field, Fp is the PF�.

In order to be able to resolve fine details of the electron
distribution function evolution we use a simulation periodic
box which is precisely only two driver wavelengths long �so
that a full wavelength is always seen in the simulation re-
gion�. This of course means that the spatial aspects of pos-
sible behavior equivalent to the spatially modulational insta-
bility of electron plasma �Langmuir� waves are suppressed in
such short simulations �because relatively close wavenum-
bers associated with spatial modulation require relatively
long simulation domains�, although temporal modulation is
allowed.

With the aim of obtaining the finest detail of the velocity
distribution function, rather than using the commonly used
particle-in-cell �PIC� model for the Vlasov plasma with its
inevitable noise, we used the simplest �1D, electrostatic, pe-
riodic, with nonrelativistic electrons and stationary ions� Eu-
lerian Vlasov fluid �EVF� model as developed initially by
Cheng and Knorr29 and as further developed by Bertrand and
Ghizzo et al.30 For those not familiar with EVF codes for 1D
plasmas, we note that the computational burdens for the PIC
and Vlasov fluid codes are comparable and fine structures in
the �x ,v� phase space are easily resolved by the latter, with-
out the complications of discrete particle “noise”, provided
the velocity resolution is sufficiently good. In the 1D EVF
model, although noise and precision are not severe limits, the
velocity resolution requirement near the phase velocity of the
wave for very small traveling-wave perturbations can impose
a severe computation burden. This large burden for small
perturbations is chiefly due to the fact that the fine velocity
resolution, although really required only near the wave phase
velocity, is actually imposed over all velocity space, since
velocity mesh with current algorithms is required to be uni-
form over velocity space. Also for weak drives much longer
simulation times are required. Hence, although initial signals
can be very small in principle, one prefers not to make them
much smaller than necessary to access the desired physics.
�In passing, while EVF can also be done in principle for two
velocity dimensions, the computational burden relative to
PIC codes increases dramatically because much effort is ex-
pended in calculating the velocity distribution density func-
tion in regions of velocity space where the density is very
low.�

Because we wished to be able to take spatial Fourier
transforms easily, we chose to have 512 space mesh points in
our space box which was chosen to be exactly two KEEN
wavelengths long. �For a typical KEEN wave value of 0.26
for k�D, this meant that our space mesh step was thus typi-
cally 0.0944�D.� The time step was usually chosen to be 0.04
in plasma radian frequency units, so for a typical plasma-

normalized KEEN frequency value of 0.37, the time step was
roughly 1/425 of this KEEN period, allowing excellent rep-
resentation of the highest harmonics of interest. Finally, in
Vlasov fluid codes the velocity mesh is also specified, and
we chose 1025 velocity mesh points over the range from
−6vTe to +6vTe, where vTe is the electron thermal velocity of
the initial Maxwellian plasma, for a velocity interval �v of
�6 /512�vTe=0.01172vTe.

Because of the low-noise properties of the EVF model
some useful diagnostics are readily available which are not
suitable for most PIC code systems. For a particular signal, if
the frequency spectrum �or a selected portion of it� proves to
be dominated by a single slowly varying frequency compo-
nent, one can obtain at any time the amplitude of the signal
envelope and the instantaneous signal phase �and hence the
instantaneous frequency� by using the time quadrature sig-
nal. If only a real time signal �say, from a probe� is available,
one can readily generate the required time quadrature com-
ponent using the Hilbert transform �usually via fast Fourier
transform �FFT� in time�.31 The signal envelope and signal
phase are obtained, respectively, as the square root of the
sum of the squares of the real signal and the quadrature sig-
nal and as the arctangent of the ratio of the real and quadra-
ture signals �provided one arranges for phase continuity as
the branch cuts of the arctangent function are encountered�.
Often one can readily obtain equivalent information from
various spatial Fourier transform components with real and
imaginary components for which the phase behavior is usu-
ally ignored. In this work when we show a frequency it is the
frequency of the fundamental spatial Fourier component of
the electron charge density, which is available in complex
form �real and imaginary components� at each time step and
which could be imagined to be available in a scattering di-
agnostic in an experiment. This frequency is obtained via
�n= ��n+1−�n−1� / �2�tstep�, where �n is the phase at the nth
time step of the fundamental spatial Fourier component of
the electron charge density.

IV. BASIC KEEN WAVE FEATURES

A. KEEN formation dynamics

For linear waves which are not unstable �and which thus
do not tend to grow without limit�, the canonical behavior for
drive times which are long compared to the decay time
�wave decay for the � and k values of interest here is very
short� is that, when the drive is turned off, the level of the
driven waves is proportional to the drive strength, and
changing the drive duration does not affect that. However,
for the waves of interest here the behavior is quite different.
It turns out that, if the PF drive is of sufficient level and is
applied long enough, it produces a KEEN wave with distinc-
tively nonsinusoidal waveform, and this wave then persists
for very long time after the drive has been turned off, far
longer than the linear decay time, as if the linear �Landau�
damping has been destroyed. This striking longevity of the
KEEN waves is clearly remarkable and has led to a study of
the drive threshold above which the persistent KEEN waves
are produced. We found empirically that, for any particular
time program �i.e., particular values of Ttrans and Tplateau� we
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used for the PF drive, there is a rough threshold for the PF
drive strength, above which KEEN wave can be produced
readily and below which no enduring KEEN wave would
result. Conversely, for a given PF drive strength, a suffi-
ciently long PF drive envelope effective duration Teff is re-
quired for producing a self-sustaining KEEN wave �here we
define the effective drive duration as Teff=Tplateau+Ttrans,
which is the effective time during which the drive is at its
maximum�.

The available simulation results suggest that a criterion
of necessary drive strength and duration for producing a sur-
viving KEEN wave can be established in terms of the char-
acteristic electron bounce �or trapping� time �B relevant to
the formation of an electron trapping vortex in �X ,V� phase
space. When electron trapping is discussed, usually only
electrostatic electric fields are involved. In calculating the
electron bounce �trapping� time �B when both ponderomotive
drive and the induced electrostatic field coexist, as here, one
needs to obtain the result including the dynamics of coexist-
ence in a self-consistent way. A reasonable concept is to
estimate the response of the untrapped particles using linear
theory. It turns out that the electron plasma response for un-
trapped electrons proves to be well approximated by linear
theory over a sufficiently long �up to �B /2� time during the
drive. The resulting normalized electron bounce �or trapping�
time �B�p in the plasma is obtained �see Appendix A� as
�B�p=2��p /�B=2���1+	e� /k�Da�1/2, where a is the nor-
malized �dimensionless� ponderomotive drive amplitude
and 	e�� /�p ,k�D� is the electron susceptibility. The factor
1+	e is a large correction at the low frequencies for the case
at hand. The plasma response is essentially that of an
imperfect but fairly effective shield. For our usual param-
eters � /�p=0.37, k�D=0.26 we have 	e=−1.21+9.59i, and
the normalized trapping time is then �B�p

=2��9.6 / �0.26a��1/2=38.2a−1/2. This is the formula used to
indicate �B in Figs. 1–3 �and later for Figs. 6 and 7�.

First, in Fig. 1, one has a typical subthreshold result
when the drive is evidently unsuccessful in producing a long-
lived KEEN wave. The trapping period �B �as indicated by
the length of the double-headed arrow labeled �B in Fig. 1,
between the EF �electrostatic force� and PF �ponderomotive
force� frames� for the net force during the drive is in this case
considerably greater than the effective drive duration �about
twice� and the drive is ineffective. For unsuccessful drive
cases like this, after the drive is switched off, the electrostatic
field in the plasma becomes far less than the value induced
during the drive, being rather comparable to the net force
during the drive, and decreases in an irregular manner. Note
also that during the drive period, as predicted from the linear
response theory, the net force acting on electrons �EF+PF� is
far less than either the drive or the resultant electrostatic
force EF, which in fact acts mostly to cancel the ponderomo-
tive drive. To produce a KEEN wave one would have to
drive harder or longer or both.

The probe results for the case when the drive is suffi-
ciently strong to produce a sustained KEEN wave are shown
in Fig. 2, obtained with a drive which is five times stronger
than that of Fig. 1. For this drive the trapping time is found
to be about the effective duration of the drive. For successful

drive cases like this, the net force �EF+PF� initially follows
the linear theory prediction, being far less than the drive PF
or the electrostatic force EF, but, at about half the trapping
period �B, when the nonlinearity becomes significant, the net
force on the electrons begins to rise dramatically, approach-
ing the sustaining amplitude and shape before the drive ends.

We found that the electron trapping and the associated
nonlinearity, essential for the formation of a self-sustaining
KEEN wave, is fairly well established during the driving
phase by t=�B /2, but that to reach a well-established KEEN
state, one should at least continue to drive the plasma to
about t=�B. This is the threshold criterion we adopt for the
PF-driven KEEN waves. As shown directly in Fig. 2 �and
also in Fig. 3 to be discussed next�, between �B /2 and �B the
waveforms of the plasma field become markedly nonsinusoi-
dal, indicating nonlinearity, and there is also �in Figs. 2 and
3� a very characteristic change in the net force which be-
comes comparable to the maximum ponderomotive driving
force. Further increasing the drive amplitude nearly always
gives little increase in KEEN amplitude. �We return to this
topic in Sec. VI, when discussing emergent resonance.�

In Fig. 3 the behavior during and just after the driving
phase is examined in greater detail. In Fig. 3�a� the energy

FIG. 1. �Color online� Unsuccessful KEEN wave field results for subthresh-
old drive �plateau drive time of 150�p

−1 �transitions of 50�p
−1�, tFP=150�p

−1�,
with the trapping time �B�380�p

−1 �as shown by double-headed arrow be-
low the EF plot� being about 2.5 times the effective drive duration. Shown
�vs T= t�p

−1�, from the top down, are the frequency �FREQ�, the net force
�EF and PF or EF+PF�, the EF, and the ponderomotive drive force �PF�.
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absorbed in the system is shown to grow linearly with time
during the first part of the drive up to �B /2, at a rate which is
given by the linear susceptibility calculation �power in
= �PF / �1+	e��2Im�	e� /2��. After that, i.e., between �B /2 and
�B, the absorbed energy grows noticeably faster than the lin-
ear rate, presumably due to additional energy delivery to
trapped particles. During this time the high spatial harmonics
of the plasma charge density become very noticeable, as
shown in Fig. 3�b�, as the KEEN’s net force nonsinusoidal
waveform is set up, as seen in Fig. 3�c�. This change seems
essential to the transition to a free-running KEEN wave. If
one examines Fig. 3�c� with care, the last rather rapid change
in the net force waveform is associated with a phase dis-
placement of the electric field which begins to be delayed
and to approach the ponderomotive peak. This produces
much larger but more highly localized peaks in total field,
leading to the formation of the highly nonsinusoidal KEEN
structures.

B. Basic KEEN waveforms

Although the KEEN waves we discuss are driven up
using a spatially purely sinusoidal traveling-wave PF driver,
it was noticed from the outset that when we have obtained a
self-sustaining KEEN wave �by which is meant one that sur-
vived long after the drive had ended� the waveform of the
KEEN wave thus produced always turned out to be very

nonsinusoidal, as shown in Fig. 4. This nonsinusoidal wave-
form is a clear indication that essentially nonlinear physics is
involved �hence the emphasis on nonlinear in the acronym
KEEN�. Strong nonlinearity is not surprising since, as we
will see below, particle trapping is absolutely central to
KEEN formation. �This behavior is in contrast to the behav-
ior of the usual Langmuir plasma wave of modest wavenum-

FIG. 2. �Color online� Successful KEEN results similar to Fig. 3 except the
drive is now adequate �a=0.05�, with the trapping time �B �shown by the
double-headed arrow� being about equal to the drive duration. Now the
result of the drive is to produce a long-lived KEEN wave. As often happens
with KEEN wave drive, the final frequency is slightly reduced from the
drive frequency.

FIG. 3. �Color online� �a� Energy grows at a linear rate ��1 / �1+	e�2� until
trapping becomes significant at half trap �bounce� period �B, i.e., �B /2
�marked as 1

2 at T=121�, and grows more quickly afterwards. �Pump stops at
242 �=�B, marked 1�.� �b� Harmonics start after 1

2 trap time. �c� After about
1
2�B, the net force rises and becomes nonsinusoidal and electric field be-
comes slightly smaller and much more nonlinear.

FIG. 4. The sharp rises in E-field are due to the deep narrow hole in the
middle of the phase-space vortex passing over the central probe. The wave-
form is very nonsinusoidal but apparently remarkably stable with little
change from one cycle to the next.
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ber �k2�D
2 
1�, which can exist at very low amplitudes with

little trapping and with quite sinusoidal waveforms even at
significant strength.�

The effects of the nonsinusoidal waveform are seen to be
significant if one looks at the electron velocity distribution
function in its �X ,V� phase space over a wavelength for a
typical KEEN wave, as shown in Fig. 5. The normalized
wave parameters for the drive used for Fig. 5 are as follows:
W��� /�p�=0.37, K�k�D=0.26, Vphase=� /kvTe

=0.37 /0.26=1.42. The PF drive plateau value was a=0.052,
the Trans=50, and Tplateau=150, for a total duration of 250.

In the phase-space snapshot of Fig. 5, the banded rain-
bow presentation shows the contours of constant density, and
how they lie parallel to the contours of constant total energy
H �where H= 1

2 �V−V��2+�, as expected from the BGK con-
cept. �In Fig. 5 the H=0 separatrix value is shown as a green
line as well as two for H�0 and two for H0.� It is useful
to note that, to the extent that the KEEN waves resemble
perfectly stationary BGK waves in the wave frame, the con-
stant density contours �and, in particular, the ones that go
through the X points� reveal the form of the square root of
the electrostatic potential. In Fig. 5 the form of this contour
is clearly far from the half-wavelength sinusoid which one
would obtain from the square root of a sinusoidal potential.

C. KEEN approach to asymptotic form
and �B scaling

After determining that the key parameter in KEEN for-
mation is the trapping time �B, it is a natural question as to
whether this time is the useful way to scale the evolution of
KEEN waves. In order to test this idea we chose three char-
acteristic drive strength values �a=0.05, 0.1, and 0.2� over a
considerable range in strength, applied in each of these
drives for a time equal to their corresponding value of �B

��p�B=170, 120, and 85, respectively� and plotted the results
for t /�B= 1

2 , 1, 2, 10. The results are shown in Fig. 6, and
they seem to confirm the �B scaling.

The general shape of the characteristic nonsinusoidal
total-force waveform at late times �the long-time set of im-
ages in Fig. 6� is generally similar for all the three KEEN
waves produced. That force shape corresponds to relatively
narrow potential wells with wide shoulders. One might well
have expected naively that the characteristic ultimate wave-
form would be sinusoidal at weak drives and more nonlinear
at strong drives. However, we see from Fig. 6 that the ulti-
mate waveforms of the successfully generated KEEN waves
have strikingly similar, markedly nonsinusoidal shapes in
their ultimate states �shown at t=10�B� for all the three drive
amplitudes.

The evolution of the electron velocity distribution func-
tion is shown in Fig. 7, with the phase-space snapshots taken
at the same times t /�B= 1

2 , 1, 2, 10 as the waveform images

FIG. 5. �Color online� Typical phase-space �X ,V ,T� example of a stable
nonsinusoidal KEEN wave distribution function snapshot �in banded rain-
bow presentation� late in time, f �X ,V ,T=1000�. Note that the density con-
tours are indeed parallel to the contours of constant wave-frame total energy,
as expected from the BGK concept. The PF drive dispersion parameters are
W �� /�p�=0.37, K=k�D=0.26, phase velocity V�=� /kvTe=0.37 /0.26
=1.42. The PF drive envelope parameters are �plateau�= 	PF
 /mvTe�p

=0.052, with a pulse shape ��pt� of 0–50 half-sine up, 50–150 flat, 150–200
half-sine down. After the drive ends the frequency goes from 0.37 to 0.35,
so V� drops to 1.35.

FIG. 6. Evolution of successful KEEN force wave shapes �EF�X ,T�
+PF�X ,T�� during and after the drive. Snapshots �at t /�B=1 /2, 1, 2, 10� are
for drive levels �FP� of a=0.05, 0.1, 0.2 and corresponding normalized
trapping times of �p�B=170, 120, 85. The general wave shapes at times
scaled to the trapping time �B resemble each other quite closely. The ampli-
tudes �and particularly the ultimate KEEN wave amplitude� scale monotoni-
cally with the drive amplitudes �but less than proportionately�.
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of Fig. 6, with their total-force potentials superposed. As was
found for the waveforms, it is seen that the distribution func-
tions resemble others with different drive strengths at the
same value for t /�B rather than those at the same drive
strength and significantly different values for t /�B. For the
evolution of the distribution function the t /�B scaling seems
to work quite well, so one can describe the evolution of a
KEEN wave fairly generally as a function of t /�B.

The development of the distribution function up to
t /�B= 1

2 reflects a very normal early evolution of the distri-
bution function. Between t /�B= 1

2 and t /�B=1 one sees the
development of a well-organized vortex in phase space
which would seem likely to survive, just as the drive is being
terminated. With the drive already turned off for some time
�about �B� at t /�B=2, the phase-space vortex is showing
some complicated evolution with fine ripples and structures
and related structure in waveforms, as shown in Fig. 6. By

t /�B=10 the distribution function in Fig. 7 and the waveform
in Fig. 6 appear to have evolved to relatively smooth states
which resemble BGK-like states, at least superficially. The
question of whether there is a continuing evolution to an
ideal BGK state or whether fluctuations about this ideal state
do not die out with time must be left to investigations with
more sophisticated diagnostics than those employed here.

The content of Fig. 6 is that, when scaled to the trapping
time the formation of a typical KEEN structure is very much
the same up to a single trapping period. The trapping time
scales as the inverse square root of the driving force, so that
for very weak drive the trapping time is very long. Consis-
tent with this, the KEEN velocity perturbation extent around
the drive phase velocity �e.g., the region including trapped
electrons� scales as the square root of the driving force, so
that for very weak drive, the size of the trapped velocity
region is very small.

FIG. 7. Phase-space �X ,V� images of electron velocity distribution function during the drive-up period �t��B� and after at the same times as for Fig. 6
�namely, at t /�B=1 /2, 1, 2, 10�. The total-force potential profiles for each time frame are superposed for convenience.
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The behavior after a trapping period has not yet been
examined in detail, but what happens to a driven KEEN
wave after the trapping period has been reached can be out-
lined as follows. Usually, if the drive is extended beyond the
electron trapping period �B, the amplitude of the wave being
driven begins to oscillate on the scale of the trapping period,
starting with a decrease to a lower value �usually down to
80% or so� and then back up again to the original maximum
value attained at Tdrive=�B. Driving past one �B does not
increase the maximum amplitude of the resulting KEEN
wave. Turning off the drive in a time short compared with
the electron trapping period �but after a duration long com-
pared with a trapping period� leaves the KEEN wave ampli-
tude at about its value when turn-off was initiated. What
appears to be happening is that a phase mismatch between
the PF drive and the plasma response develops over time due
to nonlinear effects and energy is subsequently exchanged in
oscillatory fashion �with period of the order of �B� between
the driver and the KEEN wave without steady accumulation
in the latter, and this exchange ceases when the drive is ter-
minated. The ultimate amplitude of the KEEN wave is de-
fined by the phase in this oscillatory energy exchange at
which the drive has been turned off. However, although it
was not realized when this behavior was being studied by us
earlier, in exceptional cases continuing energy accumulation
by the KEEN wave can occur and this is discussed in
Sec. VI.

V. KINETIC NATURE OF KEEN WAVES

The evidence has been presented that a fairly steady
state in the wave frame can indeed be obtained by applying a
prescribed ponderomotive driver for a limited time. It is time
now to turn to some diagnostics which indicate how, so to
speak, the KEEN wave maintains its equilibrium. For this
aspect, as well as investigating the KEEN waves driven up
ponderomotively, it was judged appropriate to include in
such analysis some examples of KEEN waves obtained in
the same way used in nearly all the previous work. There one
seeks to obtain some approximation to an ideal state for a
steady wave with trapped particles, where the system appears
perfectly still in the frame traveling at the wave speed, in
what is normally known as a BGK state.11 This common
method was simply to begin by setting up by some BGK
analytic prescription for the velocity distribution in phase
space, as an approximation to the desired final state and see
if this state survived.3,7,12–18

In order to be able to respond to comments related to the
constructive or initial-value method, it was examined in
some detail, of which only the most essential points are
given in this paper. One should recall that the BGK concept,
when reduced to its essentials, is the assertion that, for steady
state behavior in the wave frame, the distribution function in
that frame should be a function of space only implicitly, i.e.,
through the behavior of any space-varying potential in rel-
evant canonical particle conserved quantities. In the 1D elec-
trostatic case of interest here this means that the distribution
function must be a function only of the particle total energy
�from which the velocity may be calculated when the elec-

trostatic potential is given�. �It is often not appreciated that
BGK �Ref. 11� did not assert anything about whether BGK
modes actually exist and whether they are stable in a particu-
lar velocity frame. The assertion was only that if such sta-
tionary solutions exist, then they must follow the BGK rule.
One should therefore always test such a BGK candidate for
stability with a proper simulation, to see that it will endure
close to the original formulation.�

What we have found is that, as shown in Fig. 5, electron
distribution density contours in phase space seem to follow
quite closely the contours of the total particle energy, as they
should in a BGK equilibrium. On closer examination, how-
ever, deviations from this ideal are seen which are not sta-
tionary in the wave frame and whose ultimate fate is uncer-
tain. Hence in this work, at least, the BGK model is regarded
as an extraordinarily useful ideal which is probably very dif-
ficult to attain, rather than as an attractive state to which the
system evolves.

When choosing an initial distribution function according
to the BGK canon, one has considerable freedom to choose
the details. Naturally, for a given potential the distribution
results of the different functional recipe choices for trapped
particles will differ from each other. After considering the
explicit recipes given by Holloway and Dorning �Ref. 14, in
Eq. �84�� and by Eliasson and Shukla �Ref. 32, in Eq. �9��,
they were not used here because those recipes tended to give
distribution function velocity wells whose depths were much
shallower �for the same well velocity widths� than those seen
for PF-driven KEEN waves. The distribution function form
that was adopted here was a significant modification of a
little-known form given by Allis.33 This modification was
necessary to avoid unphysical discontinuities in the result
�see Appendix B�, and this modified form was hence dubbed
the Allis–Johnston �AJ� formula. This recipe was developed
in a very organic way from a Maxwellian, with which our
drive program began, and, most gratifyingly, the velocity dis-
tribution function was found to agree quite well with KEEN
velocity distributions for the same potential, as shown in Fig.
8 for the deepest part of the potential well in a typical case.

In the top row of Fig. 9 are shown a typical driven
KEEN wave �on the right� with an equivalent AJ result �on
the left� for the same maximum potential but using a sinu-
soidal assumption �almost invariably used in BGK work� for
the initial potential waveform. While the section across the
maximally perturbed region may look the same �as shown in
Fig. 8�, the AJ construction begun with a sinusoid usually
remains superficially sinusoidal and so the separatrix looks
rather like half-wavelength sinusoid. �However, the net
charge waveform, which is proportional to the second spatial
derivative of the potential, is distinctly nonsinusoidal, resem-
bling a cnoidal waveform rather than a sinusoid.� In contrast
to this, the KEEN wave driven up from a sinusoidal driver
has here been shown to be much more nonsinusoidal. Thus,
while constructing BGK moving equilibria using a suitable
recipe may give something resembling a KEEN driven up in
specific way, the actual waveforms will not correspond well
unless the initial waveform used for initiating a BGK-like
state is copied from an actual driven KEEN result.

In the bottom row of Fig. 9 are plotted the spatial varia-
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tion component of the space charge of the trapped and free
electrons and also of the net charge. One can readily see the
basic construction of the KEEN wave and its AJ counterpart
as a moving phase-space vortex of trapped electrons which is
nearly completely neutralized by the plasma shielding re-
sponse of the free electrons so the net charge is very small.
In this aspect the KEEN wave two-electron species dynamics
resemble the ion sound wave �IAW� two-species �electrons
and ions� dynamics rather more than the usual electron
plasma Langmuir wave �where vacuum displacement current
is balanced with electron current�. In both KEEN and IAW
cases �i� the two species react quite differently to the electric
field, �ii� the electric field acts mainly to couple the charge
variation of two species together, and �iii� the net charge
variation is much less than the variation of the charge density
for each species. However, unlike ion sound waves that do
exist in a fluid description, the KEEN waves are essentially
kinetic in that, in order to exist, they require an appropriate
population of well-trapped electrons �a kinetic phenomenon
that does not occur at all in a fluid description�.

Now, for the ion sound wave, the electrons form one
dynamic species and all the ions form the other, the motion
being thus ambipolar for modest wavenumbers. Linear
theory for weakly damped long-wavelength ion sound waves
allows one to calculate the relative contributions of the Pois-
son field, the electron shielding, and the free ions as, respec-
tively, 1 : +1 / �k2�D

2 � :−��pi
2 /�2, with the first term being

relatively small compared with the other two. Similarly, for a
strongly two-temperature electron distribution there is also a
weakly damped electron sound mode, the EAW, whose small
signal behavior can be obtained from perturbation theory and
which is comparable to a KEEN wave, with hot electrons
partly shielding the cold electron plasma density vari-
ation.4,5,9,10 From the linear theory for this strongly two-
temperature case, the ratios of the vacuum contribution to the
fast electron contribution to the cold electron contribution
are 1: +1 / �k2�Dhot

2 � :−�pcold
2 /�2, with the first term having

the much smaller magnitude. Returning to KEEN waves,
whether driven up ponderomotively or created via BGK, the
two dynamic species are the trapped electrons and the free
electrons and they seem to be behaving in a similar way.
However, unlike for ion sound waves and EAW, for the
KEEN waves in a Maxwellian plasma there is as yet no
linear perturbation theory to apply to check the small-
amplitude behavior. To sum up, it thus seems that in KEEN
waves in Maxwellian plasmas �however formed� the trapped
electrons play the role that hot electrons play in two-
temperature EAWs, while the free electrons play the role of
the cold electrons but with trapping eliminating the severe
Landau damping which would otherwise obtain for compa-
rable �or identical� electron temperatures.

The BGK candidates produced with our BGK construc-
tion method were tested for stability and stationarity �in their
waveframes� by a close examination of their further temporal
evolution with a suitable noiseless Vlasov simulation, to
which the BGK candidates were given as initial states. It is
shown that the constructed BGK candidates remain stable
when allowed to evolve; however, the modest continuing
small fluctuations seen in the ultimate states of KEEN waves

FIG. 8. �Color online� Theorist-created versions of BGK wave train states
f�X=x /�D ,V=v /vTe,T=�pt� are clearly artificial, but they can persist with
little change in time. An AJ sinusoidal BGK constructed to match a particu-
lar KEEN wave at the center fits the Vlasov code distribution �solid line�
quite well and is also quite steady, as shown here at a potential X point and
at a potential minimum �O point�. Either of the forms can be used to check
how the wave is structured, as shown in the next figure. �Normalized pa-
rameters used here were typical values: W=� /�p=0.35, K=k�D=0.26, a
=0.05. The KEEN maximum trapped velocity width was found to be DV
=0.36, corresponding to a maximum KEEN E of 0.062.�

FIG. 9. �Color online� On the left, an AJ BGK construction �see text�
with sinusoidal waveform was chosen to match a ponderomotively created
KEEN wave �on the right� in strength, spatial period, and phase velocity. In
both cases, comparing the charge contributions of the free and trapped elec-
trons they are seen to be very nearly equal and opposite �with the trapped
electron density dominating slightly at the bottom of the wells�, so the
magnitude of the net charge variation is very much smaller than that of
either the free or the trapped electrons. �Note that the scale is �KEEN

= �2� /0.26��D=24.166�D.�
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were also observed in all our BGK attempts. Perhaps making
an ideal BGK mode which is absolutely stationary in its
moving frame is difficult or even impossible.

We note as a side issue an instability that was seen by
Valentini et al. �Ref. 25, their Fig. 7� as merging of phase-
space vortices. �This was observed in their investigation of
what we will term �see below� the emergent resonance phe-
nomenon, which will be discussed later.� The instability of
merging of phase-space vortices was discussed long ago by
Berk et al.34 and later by Bertrand et al.35 and very recently
indeed in SRS-related work by Albrecht-Marc et al.36 In all
the cases cited so far where such vortex merging was seen,
the size of the vortices before merging occurred was quite
large.

In the cases we discuss here the KEEN vortices are usu-
ally quite modest in size and vortex merging was not seen.
However, this might be due to the lack of a noise source in a
Vlasov fluid code or simply to the fact that in our concentra-
tion on typical features of KEEN formation and survival we
have not run appropriate simulations for the rather long times
required for the vortex-merging instability to appear. �In fact
some vortex merging had been observed in some very long
runs, but the phenomenon was put to one side, without the
data being kept, in pursuit of our more immediate objec-
tives.� It may also be the case that the nonsinusoidal KEEN
waveform with relatively little field near the separatrices
�compared with a sinusoid� slows any vortex-merging ten-
dencies that there may be.

VI. EMERGENT RESONANCE FOR KEEN WAVES

As is well known, at the low frequencies of interest here,
the linear plasma response has no weakly damped eigen-
modes, so one might well expect that there is little selectivity
in frequency at a given wavenumber for driving up KEEN,
and this is more or less true. In Fig. 10 are shown for refer-
ence the �, k results �comparable to Fig. 2�b� of Ref. 1�
obtained by artificially setting the imaginary part of the lin-
ear electron susceptibility equal to zero, thus artificially

eliminating Landau damping. The lower part of this “thumb”
curve is what has been called the EAW branch.9,10 While the
EAW curve does give some guidance as to the lowest fre-
quency that can be easily excited as a KEEN mode, it is clear
that KEEN modes for the wavenumber shown can be driven
up very far away �in �-k space� from that locus. The fre-
quency axis is normalized to the EAW frequency, showing
that KEEN waves can be readily produced over a 2:1 range
of frequencies �80% of EAW frequency to 160% of EAW
frequency� for this typical drive wavenumber. There is a
broad peak in the response �shown in Fig. 10 �right frame�
by rms ��, and this peak is significantly displaced upward
from the EAW value �by approximately 20% of �EAW�.

One of the major points of the work presented here as
exemplified in Fig. 10 is that the excitation of KEEN waves
is a broadband phenomenon, consistent with the heavily
damped nature of the linear plasma response at these KEEN
frequencies, well below the plasma frequency. In a result
which differs remarkably from this broad-band result such as
Fig. 10, Valentini et al.25 obtained a result for a particular
case with very low-drive amplitude which seemed to be in
direct contradiction to the typical result of Fig. 10, in that a
response was obtained �in their Fig. 3� which was much nar-
rower than that of Fig. 10. Accordingly that particular situa-
tion is revisited here and is confirmed and verified in some
more detail in Fig. 11. There indeed seems to be a strong
contradiction, in that a relative half-height width of about
0.55 is seen in Fig. 10 and one of only about 0.15 in Fig. 11
�which is our version of Fig. 3 in Ref. 25�. However, the two
apparently contradictory situations are in fact quite consis-
tent with each other, as we show next.

To resolve the apparent contradiction one must examine
the time history of the behavior of the amplitude growth
under drive. The early history is shown in Fig. 12. At these

FIG. 10. �Color online� KEEN Amplitudes for k�D=0.26, with a common
value for the low-amplitude drive �a=0.0026� but with various drive fre-
quency values. These correspond to � /�p values from 0.2 to 0.7, corre-
sponding to � /�EAW values from 0.6 to 1.8. Note that, as expected from
linear theory, KEEN waves can be produced over a broad range of frequen-
cies for a given wavevector and do not show a narrow resonance around
�EAW. FIG. 11. Although the KEEN wave does not appear resonant under drive for

an electron trapping period or so, for low drive maintained for many trap-
ping cycles one can find the emergent resonance of Valentini et al. This is a
narrow resonance which emerges at a particular frequency �here at �
=1.1�EAW=0.402�p� late in time when the result of the same low-level
drive at neighboring frequencies has saturated.
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relatively early times �up to about �pt�480� the behavior is
seen to be quite broad band in nature, consistent with Fig. 11.
However, beyond the trapping period there emerges �in this
low-drive case at least� a narrow resonance behavior which
is here termed an emergent resonance as shown in Fig. 12 for
early times and in Fig. 13 for later times.

It is clear from Fig. 13 that the narrow resonance for
�low� drives much longer than the trapping/bounce time �B

does not appear in the linear phase of the plasma response to
the drive but rather emerges after about two trapping periods,
in the sense of a frequency-localized �in a narrow frequency
range centered in this case at about �0 /�EAW=1.1, where �0

is the driving frequency� immunity to the saturation via trap-
ping oscillation of the kind so clearly seen at neighboring
drive frequencies �such as �0 /�EAW=1.0,1.3�.

Understanding how this comes about will require a much
more profound study than has been made so far. It is clear
that the effect is related to the basic physics of why the
normal saturation of the KEEN wave drive occurs and how
this does not occur for the right frequency. What the initial
study reported in this section affords is the observation that
this saturation is normal but not why it occurs nor why there
is a very narrow frequency range where it does not occur. As
has been noted above, there is usually a change of KEEN
frequency �and phase velocity� as the drive is removed. The
emergence of the resonance may well be related to this phe-
nomenon. One may hope that this will become clear in future
work.

VII. KEEN WAVE AND THE LABORATORY
SCATTERING RESULTS

At the outset the proximate motivation for this work was
the possibility that the KEEN waves that were studied might
be an important part of the puzzling scattering signals ob-
served by Montgomery et al.1,2 In fact it has indeed emerged
that KEEN waves can be driven up fairly easily �in numeri-
cal simulations� and the Landau damping overcome �at least
in periodic systems�. What did not emerge was how the
KEEN frequency and wavenumber could be selected by the
plasma in the first place. While the narrow-band phenom-
enon presented by Valentini et al.25 might seem to be a can-
didate, this is an illusion because this emergent resonance
behavior only appears after a considerable time of externally
driving the plasma at an externally chosen frequency and
wavenumber, and so cannot be relevant when asking how the
growth process can start in an initially Maxwellian plasma.

In fact it now seems likely that the initial assumption for
this work that one begins with a Maxwellian plasma is not a
good approximation for the experiment. This is what
emerged from the simulation work of Strozzi et al.8 where
they looked at the plasma as it evolved in the presence of
significant SRS, which was in fact the condition in the actual
experiment.1,2 The reader is referred to the original paper8 for
the interesting details. Here it suffices to say that their simu-
lation and analysis of that significantly non-Maxwellian
plasma �see especially Figs. 10 and 11 of Ref. 8� showed that
the “EAW” excitation spectrum was present and was to be
expected. The non-Maxwellian nature of the SRS-modified
plasma was at the heart of their explanation. Whether signifi-
cant KEEN waves may occur in other circumstances is a
topic which is left for future work.

VIII. CONCLUSIONS

Driving a 1D collisionless Maxwellian �Vlasov� plasma
with a sufficiently strong longitudinal ponderomotive driver
for a sufficiently long time results in a self-sustaining wave
train even for frequencies well below the plasma frequency
and at phase velocities somewhat above the electron thermal
velocity, which we have termed a KEEN wave as suggested
by Afeyan.28 In effect the successful drive results in a

FIG. 12. �Color online� Time history of KEEN wave energy accumulation
from the drive for different driving frequencies, ranging from 0.8 �EAW to
1.4 �EAW. Valentini resonance before its emergence �i.e., at early times�
shows normal early added energy growth with weak drive �a=0.0026�. �B /2
is about 80 on this coarse time step scale of 320�p

−1. �The weak drive
continues to 3500�p

−1 or about 5�B.�

FIG. 13. �Color online� Extended time history of KEEN wave energy accu-
mulation from the drive for different driving frequencies, ranging from
0.8 �EAW to 1.4 �EAW. Emergence of the nonlinear resonance of Valentini et
al. is apparent at late times. Long-time behavior of added energy �up to 0.01
for the monotonically growing case� shows how the emergent KEEN reso-
nance observed by Valentini et al. �here at �=1.1�EAW=0.4015�p� appears
at the time where saturation is usually seen at about 2�B ��B�640�p

−1 or 160
on the scale of this figure�.
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trapped electron distribution well distributed in the trapping
well so as not to remove energy from the wave. The criterion
linking the drive strength and the drive duration is that the
drive duration exceeds the electron bounce time �B�=�B

−1

= ��1+	e� /ka�1/2. For a given wavenumber a wide range of
KEEN wave frequencies and wavenumbers can indeed be
excited. The typical KEEN waveform proves to be very non-
linear and very nonsinusoidal. The basic KEEN structure is
kinetic with the trapped and free electron densities almost
tracking each other, leaving just enough net charge to support
the wave. The nature of the emergent resonance which seems
to be an avoidance of saturation remains to be determined.
Finally, as to an explanation for the original scattering
results1,2 which led to this work, it seems likely to be in the
work presented by Strozzi et al.8
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APPENDIX A: HOW TO CALCULATE THE BOUNCE
TIME �B WITH PONDEROMOTIVE DRIVE

The Fourier transform of the linear electron charge re-
sponse to the combination of ponderomotive potential and
plasma electrostatic potential is the following:

��e��,k� = − k2�0	e��,k���PF��,k� + �E��,k�� ,

where 	e is the electron susceptibility and � and k are the
frequency and the wavenumber of the response �and the
driver�, respectively.

The Fourier-transformed Poisson equation with only
electron density disturbance ��e �ions are treated as immo-
bile charge-neutralizing background here� is

k2�E��,k� = �0
−1��e��,k� .

Eliminating �E in terms of ��e results in the following equa-
tion, from which one gets the relationship between ��e and
�pond and then, upon taking the inverse Fourier transform,
that between �E�t ,x� and �PF�t ,x�:

��e��,k� = − k2�0	e�PF��,k� − 	e��e��,k� ,

��e = − k2�0�	e/�1 + 	e���PF,

�E�t,x� = − �	e/�1 + 	e���PF�t,x� .

The result for the total effective potential for the electrons,
i.e., �total= ��PF+�E�, is immediately as follows:

��PF + �E� = �1 − 	e/�1 + 	e���PF = �1/�1 + 	e���PF.

Approximating the total potential �total= ��PF+�E� trough
with a parabolic one �total�−��PF / �1+	e�� · �1− �kx�2� near
its minimum, the bounce period �or trapping time� of an
electron in this potential becomes �B=2��B

−1=2��p
−1��1

+	e� /k�Da�1/2, where a= �e /m�k�PF /�pvTe is the normalized
ponderomotive drive amplitude, 	e is electron susceptibility,

e and m are electron charge and mass, k is the drive wave-
number, �PF is the amplitude of the ponderomotive drive
potential, and �p and vTe are plasma frequency and electron
thermal velocity, respectively.

Note that for a resonant electron plasma situation such as
the Langmuir electron plasma resonance with low loss, 1+	e

is very small, being about Im�	e�, and the bounce period is
determined by the very high field of a high-Q resonance.
However, for the response at the low frequencies of interest
here, 	e is large and complex, so the electric field is almost
antiphase to the PF, leaving a relatively small combined field
��1 / �1+	e�� nearly in quadrature �i.e., differing in phase by
nearly �� /2� with the two large fields �electric and pondero-
motive�. This behavior can be clearly seen in the early stages
of Fig. 3�c�.

APPENDIX B: ALLIS–JOHNSTON DENSITY FORMULA

Allis31 suggested a procedure for creating a BGK-type
state where one conceptually begins with a known uniform
distribution function f�v� in the laboratory with no variation
in potential. In a frame moving at the chosen phase velocity
v�, the �nonrelativistic� velocity distribution function under
�Galilean� transformation is f�v�+u�, where u is the velocity
relative to v�. Assuming that a potential is slowly induced
�one could plausibly suppose that this might be done by an
appropriate PF�, the free-particle velocities could be well ap-
proximated by including the effect of the potential adiabati-
cally.

Denoting the original relative velocity at zero potential
��=0� by w, so that one initially has f�v�+w�, so that the
original energy �normalized to the particle mass� would be
w2 /2, then, as the potential � is slowly turned up to the
proposed value, a particular piece of the velocity distribution
function that had the value is assumed to have moved to a
new value u which is assumed to be now given by the adia-
batic value u=sgn�w��w2−2��1/2. For later use it is worth
noting that from this one has, of course, the useful inverse
result that w=sgn�u��u2+2��1/2. The adiabatic distribution is
now as follows:

f�v� + w�u,��� = f�v� + sgn�u��u2 + 2��1/2� .

The convenient potential reference points are the poten-
tial maxima, between which particles may be trapped. �Only
simple systems are considered, i.e., ones which have no other
maxima between the ones at the basic spatial period.� The
most convenient maximum potential value �max to take at the
maxima is zero, so that in the equivalent stationary system,
all free particles necessarily have their total energy greater
than zero and trapped particles necessarily have their total
energy less than zero. The other useful characteristic value
for � is �min, the lowest potential value at the minimum
values interlaced with the maxima. Since all the particles,
trapped or free, pass by a potential minimum �one if trapped�
or by many �if free�, this minimum value �min is also a con-
venient reference value for all particles, to indicate limit be-
havior, since as all particles pass through �min, their mass
normalized kinetic energy �u2 /2� in the wave velocity frame
is necessarily a maximum there, with u= � �2�E+ ��min���1/2.
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In general, particles with total energy E have relative veloc-
ity u= � �2�E−���1/2 and if these particles pass by the po-
tential maxima �as all free particles do� their relative velocity
magnitude is least there, where �=0, so that at the potential
maxima u= � �2E�1/2. For free particles �E�0� one has u2

�−2��0, and there is thus a gap in the free-particle veloc-
ity distribution function of ��−2��1/2 around v�, within
which one may find trapped particles.

Allis considered an initially Maxwellian distribution in
the laboratory frame, here written as exp�−v2 /2�, since the
normalizing velocity is here taken as �kT /m�1/2. In the wave
phase velocity �v=v�� frame, with relative velocity w, one
has exp�−�v�+w�2 /2�. The Allis procedure for the free par-
ticles with nonzero � is to replace w by u, the adiabatic value
obtained if the potentially were raised very slowly, to give a
distribution function proportional to exp�−�v�+w�u ,���2 /2.
The Allis analysis thus began with the following expression
for f free�u�, in which the distribution function density for a
Maxwellian, exp�−�v�+w�2 /2�, is to be assigned to a new
velocity v=v�+u, as indicated below,

f free�v�,u,�� � exp�− �v� + w�u,���2/2 ,

f free�v�,u,�� � exp�− �v� + sgn�u���u2 + 2���1/22/2� .

This adiabatic free-particle adiabatic result is also the
one given by Eliasson and Shukla30 among others. As re-
marked above, for nonzero � the result is a gap in the free-
particle velocity distribution function of ��−2��1/2 around
v�, and it is there that one may find trapped particles.

No particular value is indicated here for the normalizing
constant factor which is needed so the total number of elec-
trons is conserved. �For the uniform Maxwellian with no
potential gradient one has the usual Maxwellian value
C	�=0
= �2��−1/2, and if there were only free particles the
Liouville theorem would indicate the correction for the spa-
tially varying velocity would be simply w /u.� Particle trap-
ping is assumed and this is to be accounted for in the end, by
integrating over a spatial period of �, to obtain a normalizing
constant that can be denoted by C	�
. This numerical correc-
tion is not discussed here, so all that is required here is the
form of the distribution function, and the symbol used is
simply the � symbol.

Turning now to the trapped particles, when the steady-
state BGK approximation applies, as many particles are go-
ing in one direction as are going in the opposite direction, the
trapped-particle distribution function must then be even in u,
and thus it must be even in w�u ,��, which is of course not
true for the shifted Maxwellian. However Allis noted that,
for an original Maxwellian distribution, the expression just
given for the free particles could also be rewritten in a form
for which the parts which are explicitly separated into two
parts which are respectively even and odd in w�u ,��, as
follows:

f free�w�u,��� � exp�− �v� + w�u,���2/2

� exp��− v�
2 /2 − w�u,���2/2

��cosh�v�w�u,��� − sinh�v�w�u,��� .

Allis proposed simply dropping this odd second term �on
the grounds that mixing would tend to reduce it to zero� and
thus obtained the following functional form for the trapped
particles which could plausibly be made from a Maxwellian,
namely, the following expression:

f trapped�v�,w�u,��� � exp�− v�
2 /2 − w�u,��2/2�

��cosh�v�w�u,��� .

Because of the choice of potential used here there are no
difficulties of the kind encountered by Allis due to disconti-
nuities across square roots of w2 and the like. There is, how-
ever, another apparent difficulty for the trapped particles and
that is the fact that, if w2 /2 is negative real, as required for
trapped particles, then w itself must be pure imaginary, so
the argument of cosh�v�w�u ,��� is also pure imaginary. Re-
markably enough this presents no formal problem, since �as
is well known� for real z, cosh�iz� is simply cos�z� which is
also real and even in z. More particularly, we have a new
form for cosh�v�w�u ,���:

cosh�v�w�u,��� = cos�iv�w�u,���

= cos�sgn�u�v��− 2� − u2�1/2� .

Hence for the trapped particles with negative energy, the cor-
rected Allis formula becomes the real function as given next:

f trapped�v�,�− 2��1/2 � u � − �− 2��1/2,��

� exp�− v�
2 /2 + �− 2� − u2�/2�

�cos�sgn�u�v��− 2� − u2�1/2� .

This trapped-particle distribution function, being the Al-
lis concept as modified by Johnston, is what is here referred
to as the AJ distribution. It is the result of extending the
original Maxwellian distribution into the complex plane �i.e.,
to imaginary velocities�. However, given that the present ap-
plication is not a Laplace transform or Fourier transform cal-
culation, where analytic continuation is often the rule, the
justification for the application of this form is not at all clear.

Before discussing how one might employ this formula-
tion, it is worth recalling some fundamentals of trapping.
Although the free-particle distribution evolution can be adia-
batic, essentially tracking the quasistationary orbits in phase
space, the trapped-particle distribution cannot be really adia-
batic, since trapping is inherently and essentially a nonadia-
batic process. If one defines instantaneous pseudosepara-
trices �i.e., defined as if the waves, which are actually slowly
varying in the wave frame, were not evolving at all so such
pseudoseparatrices could be defined�, it is clear that, as the
wave is slowly growing, particles become trapped by cross-
ing these pseudoseparatrices in the vicinity of their �x ,v� X
points, at zero energy, in an essentially nonadiabatic process
which can thus drastically separate once close phase-space
neighbors in their future dynamics. Also the particles which
are captured into the trapping population are necessarily lost
from the free-particle population, presumably originally from
the free-particle distribution near the separatrices. This mi-
croscopic population-transfer aspect is completely ignored
here, as is usual in most models of this kind. �Whatever the
trapped particle distribution function has been hypothesized
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has, in general, been simply added to the undepleted free-
particle distribution function and then overall particle conser-
vation enforced simply by overall numerical integration over
space and renormalization.�

The modified Allis distribution would work if one had a
plausible suggestion for the original distribution function in
energy to use for the trapped particles, i.e., the equivalent for
the Maxwellian that was used for the free particles. To do
this one might well have to involve the entire history of the
drive. Since the particles come through the separatrix, where
E�0, one might use the E=0, but that would give a flat
density over the entire trapped region, which is nothing like
the valley centered on �min that is actually observed. Another
possibility is to imagine the trapping process to be somewhat
like a leak through a barrier, in which case the Maxwellian
exponential might be a plausible guess. In the event, it was
decided to simply try the formula to see if it worked. An
interesting feature of this particular distribution compared
with others is that, apart from the overall number conserva-
tion, there are no adjustable parameters.

Although the original Allis notation has been followed
�more or less� to this point, it is now more convenient to
rewrite the results for the free and trapped particles using the
original total energy E�=w2 /2� in the wave frame.

FAJ��free,E � 0,�� � exp�− �v� � �2�E − ���1/2�2/2� .

One actually plots this as a function of v by choosing E
�0 then calculating from the chosen value of E and the local
value for � the value for FAJ� �free, E�0, �� and for v�

=v�� �2�E−���1/2 and then plotting them against each other.
For the trapped particles we have the following result:

FAJ�trapped,�  E  0,��

� exp�− v�
2 /2 + �E − ���cos�v��2�E − ���1/2 .

The function of v for the trapped particles is now plotted as
by choosing E0 then proceeding as for the free particles
but using FAJ �trapped, �E0, ��. It is worth noting that
for the trapped-particle AJ form, at v� ��=�min� the trapped
particle density value is a minimum only for v��1 �i.e.,
only for phase velocity greater than the thermal velocity
�kBT /m�1/2 which is also the inflection point for the Max-
wellian�. However, in the cases of interest for KEEN waves
this was always true for the cases considered.

At the velocity separatrices �the values dividing free par-
ticles from trapped particles� one has E=0. Where the poten-
tial has a value � in the wave, the two values thus obtained
for v� for E=0 �i.e., v�=v�� �−��1/2� give the velocity val-
ues corresponding to the separatrices. Note that at the sepa-
ratrices there are generally discontinuities in the distribution
function between the trapped and free-particle values, except
at �=0, where both formulas give exp�−v�

2 /2�. Recall

FAJ��free,E = 0,�� � exp�− �v� � �2�− ���1/22/2�

� exp��− v�
2 /2 − � � v��− ��1/2� ,

FAJ�trapped,E = 0,�� � exp�− v�
2 /2 − ��

�cos�v��2�− ���1/2 .

A final point to note is that when v�, �2�−���1/2 exceeds
� /2, i.e., when the potential well is too deep, the cosine
function passes through zero, and, since negative values for a
distribution function are meaningless, some special measures
�such as truncation� would be required.

The procedure actually used to obtain the final self-
consistent BGK-like result was to assume the initial values
for � and to iterate this and the corresponding distribution
function �including spatial integration and renormalization so
that the total charge is conserved� to an equilibrium result.
�This procedure may sometimes fail in that it does not al-
ways converge to a nontrivial equilibrium in the sense that �
values may iterate toward zero in some cases.� When a sat-
isfactory equilibrium result is obtained with usefully large �,
this self-consistent BGK distribution function result is then
used as an initial condition for the Vlasov code to verify its
stability. �While the existence of a BGK equilibrium arrived
at in this nondynamic iteration does not automatically guar-
antee its survivability in a dynamic Vlasov–Poisson simula-
tion, in practice, when the iteration procedure gives nonzero
BGK results, they survive well in the subsequent simula-
tion.� As shown by the data presented in Fig. 17 the AJ result
can work quite well, at least sometimes. �Because this is a
side issue for the work of this paper, the matter was not
pursued further. However, it might be interesting in other
contexts to see how well this AJ formulation performs over a
range of drive strengths and phase velocities.�
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